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The Spanish 
That Quechua Speakers Learn: 
L2 Learning as Norm-Governed Behavior
Pieter M uysken
University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands
The ambiguity in the title reflects the dual focus of this paper
1. To analyze in a general exploratory and descriptive fashion the acquisi­
tion of Spanish by Quechua-speaking Indians in the Ecuadorean Andes.
2. To argue that crucial to an understanding of how Quechua speakers learn 
Spanish is an understanding of the sociolinguistic stratification of the 
varieties of Spanish to which they are exposed.1
The latter point exemplifies the general theoretical approach that I would like to 
advocate: to see second language (henceforth L2) learning as becoming a 
member of a speech community, governed in the same way as other forms of 
verbal behavior by the norms that obtain in that particular speech community. 
While this point has often been tacitly and sometimes explicitly acknowledged, 
I will try to show why it is crucial to an understanding of L2 learning in the 
Andean context
The argument is structured in the following way: section 1 elaborates the 
theoretical point further, section 2 presents a survey of the literature on the 
acquisition of Spanish by Quechua speakers; section 3 contains a description of 
the speech community and of the informants; section 4 describes a data- 
collection and-analysis procedures; section 5 tries to provide an overall picture 
of different aspects of the acquisition process, illustrating variables not subject 
to detailed analysis in this paper, and section 6 analyzes individual variables in 
detail: ( l )w o rd  order verb placement, possessor nouns-possessed nouns, 
prepositions, adverbial clause-matrix clause; (2) gerunds.
L
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1 L2 L E A R N IN G  AS N O R M -G O V E R N E D  B E H A V IO R
Much recent work on L2 acquisition has sought to provide universalist 
explanations of various sorts, invoking cognitive constraints, structural com­
plexity, processing mechanisms, functional load, and implicational universals 
to account for the structure of different stages of interlanguage grammar and for 
the order in which different elements are acquired. I do not wish to argue that this 
approach to the study of L2 acquisition is not correct as a research strategy, for 
either empirical or theoretical reasons, but rather that it passes by an important 
dimension of linguistic behavior, namely, that speech (including L2 speech) is 
governed by social norms.
These norms can determine both the extent of L2 acquisition and the type of 
L2 that is acquired. Both in the North American and in the European context it 
has been discovered that L2 acquisition of migrant workers and sometimes 
immigrants in many cases is far from complete, thus giving rise to such terms as 
“ fossilization," “ pidginization,” an d “ Pidgin-Deutsch.’' I think that a plausible 
model can be constructed for these phenomena in terms of L2 stratification: the 
community of L2 learners is seen as a regular, stratified speech community, 
different strata corresponding to groups of migrants with clusters of different 
social characteristics, accepting different norms and aspirations with respect to 
their own learning behavior.
In Muysken (1980) I discuss the relation between experiences of discrimina­
tion, attitudes toward the target speech community, and L2 acquisition level of 
20 Moroccan migrant workers living in Amsterdam, arguing this point. Here, 
however, I will focus on norms not with respect to levels of proficiency but rather 
with respect to the varieties of the target language acquired. While various 
researchers, most notably Klein and Dittmar( 1979), have recognized this, little 
attention has been paid so far to speech communities which themselves contain, 
and have contained for some time, considerable numbers of bilingual speakers 
with various levels of L2 proficiency. This in spite of the fact that such 
communities are by no means rare. L2 learning modeled on the speech 
production of L2 speakers may well be the norm, worldwide, rather than the 
exception.
In this paper, then, an example is given of the way in which the particular 
stratification of variable elements within a target language speech community 
affects the process of acquisition of these elements. This stratification is crucial 
because it may reflect, in part, stages of interrupted or incomplete L2 acquisition 
at an earlier point in time. This can be schematically represented in Figure 1. As 
time goes on, the products of intermediate and advanced interlanguage 
grammars are incorporated into the native speech community, but most often as 
vernacular, nonstandard forms. Within a synchronic perspective, then, native 
speakers of the target vernacular produce outputs which seem like interlanguage 
outputs.





G t =  regional standard
G n =  regional vernacular
G m =  advanced interlanguage 
G| =  beginning interlanguage
Time 2
Speech varieties
G t =  regional standard
► G m =  new regional vernacular
Figure 1. Schematic Representation of the Incorporation of Interlanguage 
Forms into Monolingual Vernacular Speech
The particular interlanguage features which come to be adopted as non­
standard features in the target speech community serve as models, at a later 
stage, for new learners. The process of selection and adoption of these features, 
however, may be governed by factors unrelated to L2 acquisition, such as 
superficial resemblance to and mutual intelligibility with target features. This 
selection and adoption may result in a situation in which two speech 
communities may have different vernacular varieties, while they result from the 
interaction and contact of the same LI and L2.1 will illustrate this by comparing 
the acquisition of Spanish by Quechua speakers in two countries: Peru and 
Ecuador. Quite different forms of Spanish vernacular have emerged in the two 
contexts, and hence the acquisition process is structured differently as well.
What, then, is the role of universal principles such as the ones alluded to 
above in the shaping of the acquisition process? Here it is argued that these 
principles may play a role at three levels: (1) in the acquisition process as such;
(2) in the acquisition process which originally led to the structuring of the speech 
community in its present form; (3) in the overall distribution of variants in the 
target speech community. I will try to illustrate this in the discussion of 
individual variables.
2 T H E  L IT E R A T U R E
The existing literature on the acquisition of Spanish by speakers of Quechua is 
not very extensive, and very little of it is based on accountable and rigorous data. 
Since most of it deals with the Peruvian context, it will be useful to review what 
there is, if only to provide a basis for comparison with my own Ecuadorian 
materials. These studies carried out in Peru include Lozano (1975), based on 
material from Ayacucho, south central Peru; Lujan, Minaya, and Sankoff 
(1981), using data from Cuzco, southern Peru; and Puente (1981), based on 
observations from Huancayo, central Peru, and Ayacucho, south central Peru.
Lozano’s study, which is not very explicit about its data base, describes 
different aspects of Ayacucho rural Spanish deviant from Lima standard
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Spanish, focusing on the question of possible influence from Quechua. 
Constructions mentioned include double possessives, as in examples (1) and 
(2); redundant lo object clitics in relative clauses, as in (3); object-verb 
sequences, as in (4); absence of an object clitic when its referent has been 
mentioned immediately before; either confusion or absence of le/lo, les/los, 
clitic doubling, as in (5); and finally irregular gender and number concord.
(1) er su amiga de Juan “ it was John’s girlfriend"
(2) se quemó del joven su pantalón “ the young man's trousers burned”
(3) el hombre que lo vi “ the man that I saw”
(4) a Juan conocí “ I knew John”
(5) a. lo veo a Juan “ I see John”
b. lo veo a Maria “ I see M ary”
Note that in example (1) the possessor noun, Juan, follows the possessed noun, 
amiga, while in another one of Lozano’s examples, (2), the order is the reverse. 
Note that in (5b) the “ doubled” clitic lo, which is analyzed as masculine in 
standard Spanish, does not agree with the object, Maria, in gender, while in (5 a) 
it does. Lozano is not explicit about the frequencies of the constructions 
described or about the question of whether they typify native vernacular or 
nonnative Spanish. He concludes (1975: 304): “ Ultimately all of the charac­
teristics studied in this paper are traceable, at least indirectly, to Quechua 
interference. However, the ways in which the innovations have been formed are 
varied and complex.”
While Lozano (1975) makes strong claims concerning the influence of 
Quechua on bilingual Spanish, Puente (1981) would like to limit this influence 
to subordinate bilinguals, more proficient in Quechua than in Spanish. Again, 
the data base and the nonnative or vernacular status of the examples cited is left 
vague, but the analysis is more detailed. Features of “ Andean Spanish” 
described are double possessives (whereby Puente claims that type 2 sentences 
are more frequent with fusioned bilinguals); absence or incorrect use of articles; 
the redundant use of the preposition en “ in” in locative expressions, as in(6); the 
frequent use of gerunds, as in (7); use of the pronominal clitic lo in a variety of 
contexts; and object-verb order:
(6) en alii está creciendo la leña “ there (trees for) firewood is growing” (lit. 
“ in there” )
(7) ya desyerbar terminando, a la yerba lo llevado a la casa “ already 
finishing weeding, I took the weeds to the house”
Puente (1981) briefly cites data by Cerrón-Palomino (1976) which in addition 
show adjective/noun (rather than the Standard Spanish noun/adjective) order, 
but does not comment on this feature.
(8) chiquita casa “ little house”
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Lujan (1981) et al., in contrast to Lozano and Puente, is based on children’s 
speech (three 5-, three 7-, and three 9-year-olds, recorded one hour each, in an 
informal classroom setting) and provides quantitative data. The variable studied 
is word order, both verb/object, adjective/noun, and possessor/possessed 
order. The results show that the 5-year-olds in the sample show 51 percent SOV 
(as in example 4), 64 percent possessor/possessed (as in example 2), and 91 
percent adjective noun/order(as in example 8). Further, for the other age groups 
there is a regular decrease of these word orders, which are slowly being replaced 
by the word orders characterizing the regional standard: the 9-year-olds show 
only 30 percent SOV, 33 percent possessor/possessed, and 38 percent 
adjective/noun orders. Lujan et al. claim that the pattern they find is the only one 
possible, given the typological characteristics of both Quechua and Spanish and 
the universal consistency hypothesis proposed by Hawkins (1979). Crucial is 
that the transition from possessor/possessed to the reverse cannot take place 
without a transition from SOV to SVO; otherwise implicational universals are 
violated. Finally, Lujan et al. mention a type of construction where the verb is 
doubled, producing a type of SVOV order
(9) conozco a los cabritos conozco “ I know the little goats (I know)”
This construction has become rare in the speech of their 9-year-olds, accounting 
for only 5 percent of the cases.
The only acquisition study available to me carried out in Ecuador is Menges
(1980), which is based on the application of a culturally adapted and expanded 
bilingual syntax measure to 12 Indian and 12 non-Indian first graders. The 
variable studied is the form and function of the main verb, whether in inflected, 
infinitive, or gerund form. The latter was found to be crucial: “ The analysis of 
the interview data indicated that the Indian L2 learners were operating with a 
simplified verb system having the gerund as its base form.” (1980: 105).
Table 1. Features of Andean Spanish Mentioned in the Research Literature
Lozano Puente Lujánet a I. M enges
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To summarize, we can present the features mentioned in the literature on the 
Spanish of Quechua speakers as in Table 1. In sections 5 and 6 I will return to a 
discussion of these features with respect to my own data.
3 O V E R A L L  S P E E C H  C O M M U N IT Y  A N D  IN F O R M A N T S
The data were collected during the summer of 1978. To avoid the problem of 
regional variation, the fieldwork was carried out in one area: a small m estizo  
market town and the Indian communities surrounding it and in mutual 
interdependence with it. The site was chosen for a number of reasons:
1. The market town was large enough (urban population ±  5,000: population 
of the cantón  ± 2 0 ,0 0 0 )  to contain speakers of sufficiently different class 
backgrounds and ethnic groups, and small enough to be characterizable as one 
speech community.
2. I had previously spent two years in the town doing fieldwork on the 
Quechua of the region, and I am thoroughly familiar with the varieties of this 
language spoken in the area.
3. Living in the area before had given me a sense of the principal social 
categories and cultural distinctions characterizing the semirual society, making 
it possible to construct a stratified sample to some degree faithful to the relevant 
social stratification.
A total of 54 speakers were taped in various natural conversational settings, 
including conversations in bars, stores, fields, and building sites, and interviews 
with families at their homes. An attempt was made to interview as wide a variety 
of speakers as possible, ranging from hacendados, academics, clerks, store­
keepers, to jo rn a le ro s  or peo n es  (landless laborers), la va n d era s  (washing- 
women), and cargadores  (load carries). Five natural groups of speakers may be 
distinguished:
1. Cargadores. This group is transient, coming from about 80 kilometers 
away from a monolingual Quechua-speaking mountain region, and arrives in the 
market town knowing little or no Spanish. The cargadores  establish no local 
ties, coming and going depending on their earnings, and generally learn just 
enough Spanish to be able to do their work. While Indians, they are culturally 
and also dialectologically distinguished from the Indians of the surrounding 
communities.
2. C am pesinos.  This group lives in the surrounding communities but has 
frequent contacts with and is dependent on people from the town. Culturally 
rather distinct, the campesinos make no attempt to become part of urban 
m estizo  society and culture. Many campesinos speak rather fluent but highly 
nonstandard Spanish, although Quechua is spoken at home.
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Table 2. Principal Characteristics of the Informants in the Sample
Sex Age Language Class and occupation Education
1 M 15 Q inc. Sp. bil. Cargador Some primary
2 M 18 Q inc. Sp. bil. Cargador Primary
3 F 58 Q dom. bil. Peasant None
4 M 59 Q dom. bil. Peasant None
5 F 55 Q/Sp bil. Odd jobs None
6 F 15 Sp. dom. bil. Construction Primary
7 M 32 Sp. dom. bil. Construction and weaver Primary
8 M 29 Sp. dom. bil. Commerce Night school primary
9 F 23 Sp. mon. Washing and domestic Some primary
10 F 48 Sp. mon. Washing and domestic Primary
11 M 22 Sp. mon. Storekeeping assistant Primary
12 F 35 Sp. mon. Housewife Primary
13 F 32 Sp. mon. Teacher and housewife Secondary
14 M 55 Sp. mon. Landowner and merchant Secondary
Q inc. Sp. bil. =  incipient bilingual; Q dom. bil. =  Quechua-dominant bilingual; Sp. dom. bil. =  
Spanish-dominant bilingual; Sp. mon. =  Spanish monolingual
3. Obreros. Since 1967, the land reform, many younger males from the 
Indian communities have started working in Quito, the capital, in construction 
or in industry. They return to their communities with some capital, speaking 
fluent urban Spanish, and only infrequently speak Quechua.
4. Cholos. Cholos, a pejorative term, refers to people from Indian communi­
ties who settle in the periphery of the market town and switch to a mestizo life­
style and to speaking Spanish. In the absence of economic expansion, this group 
will remain identifiable for generations, gradually transformed into a semiurban 
lower class which is monolingual Spanish-speaking.
5. Gente or gente decente. The people with no culturally identifiable Indian 
background and with property or income constitute the local bourgeoisie, not 
very prosperous in objective terms but controlling the daily events in the region 
and setting the cultural and linguistic standard. The most powerful group, the big 
landowners, is absent, only occasionally visiting their holdings, and without 
local ties.
From the total sample of 54 a group of 14 speakers was selected for this 
research, corresponding to these five groups. Their characteristics are as shown 
in Table 2. The informants can be grouped as in Table 3. In the presentation of 
the data, material will be identified either through the number of the informant or 
through the capital abbreviations, IB, etc., of groups of speakers.
4 D A TA  C O L L E C T IO N  A N D  A N A L Y S IS  P R O C E D U R E S
Of the speakers selected for this research at least one hour of informal speech 
was taped on a Sony cassette recorder and transcribed orthographically in full
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Table 3. The Grouping of the Informants





IB Incipient bilingual 1, 2 cargadores
QB Quechua-dominant bilingual 3, 4. 5 campesinos
SB Spanish-dominant bilingual 6, 7, 8 obreros
LC Lower-class monolingual 9, 10, 11 cholos
MC Middle-class monolingual 12, 13, 14 gente
by the researcher, then checked by a native speaker of Spanish. Only when there 
were drastic departures from the regional standard pronunciation were these 
represented in the transcription, e.g., kyerdé/pierde, ju é /fu é , m ircú lis /  
miércoles. F or everything but the word order data and the informal observations 
presented in section 5 the full material for each speaker was analyzed. As will 
become apparent the material on gerunds was subjected to a VARIBRUL 
variable rule analysis; elsewhere, mostly the device of implicational scaling will 
be used. Particular analytical procedures varied per linguistic variable studied 
and will be discussed separately.
5 A N  O V E R A L L  P R E S E N T A T IO N  
O F  T H E  A C Q U IS IT IO N  P R O C E S S
Before features of the general process of acquisition of Spanish by speakers of 
Quechua are described, it may be useful to briefly present some of the structural 
characteristics of both languages contrastively (see Table 4). These contrasts 
will be useful in evaluating cases of possible Quechua influence on interlan­
guage systems. The reader will note, for instance, that the data presented in the 
Peruvian research literature conform to a large extent to the idea that Quechua 
has exerted considerable influence on Quechua-Spanish interlanguage, particu­
larly as regards word order. We will return to this point in detail.
A detailed analysis of the transcribed interviews suggests that the interlan­
guage of speaker 1 is characterized by the following features:
a . Of the relevant cases, 68 percent represents SXV word order, we will 
return to this in detail in the next section.
b. O f the few adjective/noun combinations, 100 percent present noun­
adjective order, like the target order, unlike Quechua. This result obtains as well 
for the other speakers studied.
c. We find 26 cases of possessed N P de  possessor NP, as in example (10):
(10) vecino de Francisco
In addition, there was one case of possessor/possessed, (example 11), and one 
case of a noun preceded by the noun it is supposed to identify, but without the 
preposition de:
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Table 4. Some of the Principal Structural Features of Quechua and Spanish
Quechua Spanish
Word order Word order
XV dominant VX dominant
Adjective/noun Noun/adjective dominant
Possessor/possessed Possessed/ possessor
Argument marking Argument marking
NP-CASE (P) NP
Verb marking Verb marking
1. Main clauses tense/person 1. Finite clauses tense/person
2. Nominalization 2 . -r infinitives
3. Gerunds 3. -ndo gerunds
4. -do past participles
Topic Topic
marked with -qa marked by intonation and pauses
Subordination Subordination
1. Nominalizations 1. que 4- finite clause
-y infinitival 2. -r infinitival complements
-sqa definite 3. Gerunds




Validation (indication of the source of the Validation
information given) periphrastic and optional
semiobligatory through enclitic elements
(11) a. Francisco casa (rather than “ la casa de Francisco” ) “ Francisco's
house”
b. diez Tigua (rather than “ diez de Tigua” ) “ ten from Tigua”
Finally, there are many cases, of course, of a preposed possessive pronoun, 
which is allowed in the target Other speakers in the sample show a large 
predominance of structures such as example (10), very few deviant examples 
such as those in example (11). Interestingly enough, the double genitive 
mentioned in the Peruvian research literature involving the redundant possessive 
pronoun su is entirely lacking.
d. Thirty-six percent of the prepositions obligatory in Spanish (39 out of 109 
cases) have been deleted. This concerns primarily locative en (16 out of 33 
cases) and directional a (11 out of 22 cases). This tendency diminishes quickly 
for the more advanced bilinguals: for speaker 2 only in 4 out of 60 cases are they 
deleted; for speaker 6 only one out of 123.
e. We find very frequent use of gerunds; this also will be discussed in detail 
later.
ƒ  There are cases of the Quechua topic marker -ca or -g a , as in:
(12) a. ahi-ca barrio chiquito “ there it is a small village”
b. quedamos-ca lo que da la gana come hago“ we stay, whatever comes 
to mind to eat (o r  he eats) I make”
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g. Verb marking is highly irregular, of clear first person singular contexts, we 
find 49 cases-o( the target marker), 22 cases-a /-e( third person in the target), 28 
cases -mos  (first person plural in the target), and 9 irregular forms. O f all the 
verbs, 31 percent present a correct present tense form, 20 percent an incorrect 
present tense form, 16 percent a gerund, and 12 percent an infinitive. While 
other speakers in groups IB and QB also show some cases of irregular verb 
marking, this is not a feature of nonstandard Spanish, and it disappears rapidly 
with more advanced speakers.
h. Plurals are only infrequently marked. Note that in Quechua, in contrast to 
Spanish, plural marking is optional.
L Definite and indefinite articles are frequently not present where they 
would be expected in regional standard contexts. This feature, while needing 
much more study, appears to be characteristic of vernacular Spanish in the area 
in general.
j. We find enclitic tan (from Spanish también “ also” ) as a negative 
emphatic marker or as an indefinite m arker
(13) nada mástan “ nothing else”
Just like the topic marker-ca, this phenomenon is not limited to bilinguals, but it 
certainly is stigmatized as if it were.
k. Generally there is clause juxtaposition ( whereby the relation between the 
propositional content of the different clauses needs to be inferred) instead of 
clause subordination.
/. Memorized chunks, fixed expressions from Spanish, are used, which 
sometimes creates the false impression of syntactic complexity:
(14) según lo que cuadra indo “ according to that block going”
m. No Quechua morphology or lexicon is directly evident, with the 
exception of the topic marker.
n. There is overgeneralized use of familiar vos as a second person singular 
pronoun.
o. We find a highly irregular use of clitics, and particularly the absence of 
third person object clitics such as le. This feature is characteristic of the 
vernacular in general, and corresponds to Lozano’s observation that third 
person clitics are absent when their referent has been previously mentioned.
This list provides a general idea of early Quechua-Spanish interlanguage in 
the Ecuadorian Andes. Some features are idiosyncratic, such as the type of verb 
marking, but most are general.
Because of limitations of space, I will not illustrate here the speech of the 
other groups but rather will attempt to compare the general picture of the 
features of Quechua-Spanish interlanguage in Ecuador with that provided by 
the Peruvian research literature (Table 5). The two sets of features in Table 5 
present some overlap, but also considerable differences. To what can these 
differences be due? Four possibilities come to mind:
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Table 5. Features of Andean Spanish in Two 
Countries
Peru Ecuador






Clitics absent X X
le/lo confusion X le
Clitic doubling X X
Irregular concord X X
Articles absent/incorrect X X
Redundant en X
Frequent gerunds X X
Preposition deletion X
-ca or -ga topic marker X
Verb marking irregular X




No Quechua lexicon X
i'05 overgeneralized X
1. Differences in focus of research and data-collection procedures
2. Differences between the varieties of Quechua involved
3. Differences between the original varieties of Spanish involved
4. Differences in the selection of interlanguage features which are absorbed 
into the vernacular
It seems to me that a number of features found in Ecuador and not mentioned 
in the Peruvian research literature can also probably be found in early Peruvian 
Quechua-Spanish interlanguage, e.g., irregular verb marking and plural mark­
ing, clause juxtaposition, and memorized chunks. They are probably universal. 
But what about the other cases?
As to differences due to variation within Quechua, it is possible that the 
absence of the double genitive in Ecuadorian Spanish is due to its absence in 
Ecuadorian Quechua. Compare the cases of examples (15a) and (15b):
(15) a .P e ru  Juan-pa-mama-n de Juan su madre
JohnG E N  mother-3 “ John’s mother”
b. Ecuador  Juan-pak mama la madre de Juan
John G E N  mother “ John’s mother”
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In the Peruvian case, the possessed noun receives a third person marker which 
corresponds semantically to the “ redundant” su. This marker is absent in 
Ecuador.
The differences within Quechua do not explain the Spanish word order 
differences, however, for possessor/possessed, unless we would argue that the 
presence of  su makes it possible in Peru to interpret the possessor phrase de  
Juan  as sort of left-dislocated within the N P  of the possessed phrase, thus 
maintaining a seeming parallelism with the Quechua word order. Similar left- 
dislocated possessors are found in Papiamentu, Afrikaans, and informal Dutch.
Cerrón Palomino (personal communication) has argued that “ redundant” lo 
in central Peruvian Spanish is both formally and semantically related to the 
Quechua exhortative or intensifying verbal suffix /-rqu-/,  which is pronounced 
as (9lo) in some dialects. Again, /-rqu-/  is not present in Ecuadorian Quechua, 
which could lead to an explanation for the absence of  lo in interlanguage and in 
the vernacular. Still, C errón 's explanation is too dialect-specific and covers 
only part of the occurrences of  lo. More probable is that the fact that Ecuadorian 
Spanish is extremely leista, i.e., does not have lo as a verbal clitic, accounts for 
the absence of lo in Ecuadorian Quechua-Spanish interlanguage.
Similar explanations can be advanced for the overgeneralization of vos in 
Ecuadorian Spanish as a second person pronoun: Ecuadorian Spanish is a 
dialect characterized by voseo, the use of vos, to a much greater extent than 
Peruvian Spanish. None of the explanations above, however, shed much light 
on redundant en, SVOV, and adjective/noun order in Peruvian Spanish, or on 
enclitic tan  and the -ga  topic marker in Ecuadorian vernacular Spanish. 
Redundant lo and the possessor/possessed order were only partially accounted 
for. In these cases we must assume that the vernacular has incorporated these 
features to some extent, even though they may be subject to stigmatization, so 
that they can remain stable in different phases of interlanguage. The question of 
why the vernacular of particular speech communities has been enriched with 
particular features of early interlanguage probably lies outside the domain of 
acquisition research, and may be unanswerable.
The reader might object that I seem to be engaged in some form of 
dialectology or historical linguistics, but I would counter that these considera­
tions are crucial to an understanding of L2 acquisition in the Andean context. 
D ata  such as those presented by Luján et al. (1981) at first sight provide strong 
evidence for positive interference as a factor affecting word o rd e r  their early 
stages are strikingly like Quechua in word order. Crucial, however, is that in a 
similar setting, where the vernacular target is slightly different in its word order 
patterns, the supposed universal principle determining acquisition order is 
violated: contrary to Luján et al.’s predictions, SOV order persists while there is 
hardly a trace of possessor/possessed order.
The convergence process, which results from bilingualism over a long period 
of time, provides a way for the L2 learner to structure his interlanguage 
grammar. Where no linguistic convergence between Quechua and Spanish has
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taken place (e.g., person/number marking, marking of grammatical relations, 
subordination), the L2 learner will produce idiosyncratic and irregular forms of 
interlanguage structures, involving deletion, overgeneralizations, paratactic 
structures, and the like. Where we do find convergence phenomena (word order, 
gerunds, tense marking to some extent), the acquisition process is more regular: 
the L2 learner falls quickly into the groove as it were, and starts to behave as a 
member of a speech community. I hope the discussion of individual variables in 
section 6 will substantiate this distinction.
6 IN D IV ID U A L  V A R IA B L E S
WORD ORDER
A first example of the point I am trying to make is provided by the acquisition of 
X V /V X  word order. To analyze this I selected a representative fragment for 
each informant of between 100 and 120 T-units, and classified the T-units using 
the following categories:
V =  verb
O =  direct and indirect object NP, including those objects preceded by a
(object clitics are not counted)
Cop =  copula, Spanish ser and estar 
Pre =  predicate of the copula
Comp =  a sentential complement, containing at least a verb in infinitival,
tensed, participle, or gerund form 
Adv =  “ adverb” (a rather vague category) or adverbial phrase of time,
place, manner, circumstance, etc.
PP =  a prepositional phrase
When there was a PP preceding the verb, for instance, and an object N P  
following it, I scored the construction twice; likewise when there were several 
elements following or preceding the verb. Such instances were not too frequent, 
however. The justification for this procedure may be that X V /V X  word order is 
a process governed by subcategorization properties of the verb.
The results of the classification are presented in Table 6. The following 
immediate conclusions can be drawn:
a. The native target speech community is far from monolithic. In “ native” 
Ecuadorian rural Spanish both XV and VX structures are present (where X  is a 
variable ranging over objects, predicates, sentential complements, and preposi­
tional phrases), XV being more characteristic of lower-class speech (LC .34,
MC .22).
b. The speech of advanced bilinguals, SB, the group of young construction 
workers, etc., with Indian backgrounds and living in their communities, contains 
considerably less XV structures than that of LC monolinguals ( SB .22, LC .34).
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Table 6. X V /V X  Word Order for Five Groups of Speakers
IB QB SB LC MC Total
Adv V 34 41 42 47 42 206 (.78)
V Adv 12 6 14 18 9 59(.22)
PP V 13 15 14 20 7 69(.34)
V PP 5 21 41 32 34 133 (.66)
Pred Cop 19 9 2 14 3 47 (.26)
Cop Pred 11 20 35 22 41 129 (.74)
OV 17 22 6 6 9 60(.20)
VO 35 41 66 41 63 246 (.80)
Comp V 18 10 5 7 2 42 (.10)
V Comp 50 83 94 73 78 378 (.90)
Total XV 101 (.49) 97 (.36) 69(.22) 94(.34) 63 (.22)
Total V X 103 (.51 ) 171 (.64) 250(.78) 186 (.66) 225 (.78)
Figures in parentheses represent percentages.
XV order cannot, therefore, be constructed as a feature reflecting direct contact 
with Quechua.
c. Adverbs and adverbial phrases occur preverbally very frequently in the 
speech of all informants.
d. For all speakers, there is a hierarchy among different X  complements 
(objects, etc.) as to the degree in which they participate in XV structures:
(16) PP (.34) > Pred (.26) >  Obj. (.21) > Comp (.10)
Similar hierarchies were found in other research on the acquisition of L2 word 
order, such as Bickerton and Givon (1976), Jansen, Lalleman, and Muysken
(1981), and may well reflect universal principles of syntagmatic cohesion.
Careful analysis of the data shows an additional constraint on the word order 
variation in the sample: XV is far more frequent than SXV; i.e., the presence of a 
subject inhibits to some extent verb final order. This phenomenon is due, I 
assume, to the fact that a considerable amount of instances of XV order are not 
base-generated by a VP -*■ X  . . . V expansion rule, as in Quechua, but rather 
result from the preposing of X  to clause initial position, a stylistic device 
available in all varieties of Spanish. Since in Spanish subjects are often absent, 
X  preposing results in a sequence superficially like an XV clause. Speakers 
imitate XV structures as it were, by preposing verbal complements, but the 
degree to which they do this is subject to sociolinguistic stratification. Since with 
a subject present the result of the preposing rule would be XSV rather than . . . 
XV, no superficially similar structure results. X  preposing, while perfectly 
possible, is not often employed in that context. The fact that actual SOV 
structures are absent in the whole sample studied, and SXV structures rather 
rare, suggests that the use of verb final structures in various interlanguage stages 
is only very indirectly due to Quechua influence: the verb final VP expansion
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rule is not involved, but rather the overextension of the preposing rule, from the 
earliest stage for which we have data. Thus X V /V X  provides a simple and clear 
example both of the way in which the target affects the acquisition process and of 
the way in which convergence works. A more complicated example is provided 
by gerunds.
GER U N D S
To study the distribution of gerunds, I analyzed the total of transcribed 
recordings for each speaker, distinguishing among four main types of gerunds 
(here I am leaving out three rather infrequent types: gerunds in perception 
complements, gerunds in complements of a preposition, and gerunds in que 
clauses):
a. Gerunds as main verbs, e.g.,
(17) a. de ahí vuelta, tranquilo andando así
“ from there, however, quietly walking this way”
b. ahurita urdiendo las fajas también mi papá 
“ now warping the sashes also my father”
b. Gerunds as the main verb of an adverbial clause, indicating condition­
ality, causality, temporal sequence, concession. I distinguished four types of 
adverbial clauses, using the criterion of left vs. right branching (position with 
respect to the matrix clause), and of proximate vs. obviate (proximate means the 
subject of adverbial and matrix clauses is identical, obviate means it is not). 
Thus we find:
(18) a. entrando del puente asi se va (left, prox)
“ entering from the bridge thus one goes”
b. habiendo mucha carga nosotros ganamos harto (left, obv) 
“ there being much load, we earn a lot”
c. y vino de los E E U U  fmgiendo que era (right, prox) 
“ and she came from the U.S. pretending she was”
d. y en la de transporte quedo aislado, quedando solo (right, obv) 
para el uso personal un carro no
“ and in the matter of transportation that remained 
apart, remaining only for personal use a car, no”
c. Gerunds in complements of specific verbs, such as verbs of temporal 
aspect (e.g., comenzar  “ begin” ), verbs of motion (yenir “ come” ), state (vivir 
“ live” ):
(19) a. déme poniendo eso
“ give me putting that, i.e., please put that
b. ella vino comiendo
“ she came eating, i.e., she came after eati
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Table 7. Distribution of Four Gerund Types
IB QB SB LC MC
Main verb 48 17 2 8 3
Left obviate 12 25 8 10 0
Left proximate 27 25 12 13 3
Right obviate 3 4 1 10 5
Right proximate 26 25 34 22 25
Total adverbial 68 79 55 55 33
Verbal complement 21 73 69 51 45
estar 74 70 77 67 65
d. Gerunds in the progressive, with estar “ be (in a state of)” :
(20) porque estan viendo
“ because they are looking”
The full results of the analysis are given in Muysken (1981). Table 7 presents 
them in compressed form. This table needs to be treated with caution, since 
percentages are not given, but rather absolute figures. Still, even from these 
figures, some general patterns become clean
1. The use of gerunds as main verbs is definitely limited to beginning 
learners. This result is in accordance with the findings for Ecuador of Menges
(1980).
2. Both with respect to main verb gerund use and with respect to adverbial 
gerund use, the group of advanced bilinguals, SB, is much closer to the regional 
standard group, MC, than the monolingual lower-class group is. Here Table 7 is 
deceptive with respect to adverbial gerunds, but Table 8 gives a much clearer 
indication.
3. Beginning learners have trouble with the lexically governed verbal 
complement use of gerunds, which is characteristic of “ mesolectal” (inter­
mediate) varieties of Ecuadorian Spanish, QB, SB, and LC. Though the use of 
gerunds in verbal complements is not stigmatized, it tends to occur less 
frequently in the regional standard, MC. The early learner group (IB) and the 
standard group (M C) show the least variety of different verbs used in this type of 
complement construction as well, while the middle groups extend it to a large 
variety of verbs.
An analysis in terms of a V A R IB R U L variable rule for the choice between a 
gerund of a finite clause in adverbial clauses, carried out by David Sankoff of the 
University of Montreal, revealed the following probabilistic constraints on the 
use of gerunds in this construction:2
1. With an input probability of .347 to use a gerund, the tendency to use a 
gerund is .664 when the adverbial clause is right-branching, but only .336 
when it is left-branching.
2. Similarly, the probability that a gerund appears is .728, with the same
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Table 8. Speaker Probabilities for the Use of Gerunds in Adverbial
Clauses
IB QB SB LC MC
1 =  .944 3 =  1 6 =  .234 9 =  .518 12 =  .292
2 =  .537 4 =  .808 7 =  .524 10 =  .501 13 =  .234
•
5 =  .497 00 II • O 11 =  .417 14 =  .133
input probability, when the clause is proximate, and only .272 when it is 
obviate.
3. F o r different speakers, the probability that they will use a gerund varies 
considerably. Speaker probabilities for the 14 speakers in this research are 
given in Table 8 (the V ARIBRUL analysis was carried out for my whole 
corpus).
Not only do beginning and Quechua-dominant speakers show the greatest 
tendency to use gerunds in adverbial clauses, but as Table 7 shows, the two 
groups are responsible for the majority of the left-branching and the obviate 
cases. In the standard, characterized by MC, only right-branching proximate 
adverbial clauses are frequent. Again, the group SB is much closer to the 
standard, in speaker input probability, than the LC group.
We see that the Quechua speaker learning Spanish is confronted with a 
stratified speech community, in which the Spanish of monolinguals, particularly 
of lower-class speakers, is characterized by frequent gerunds in a number of 
contexts. Given that in Spanish the gerund is a phonologically salient and stable 
form, it is easily used as a main verb when learners of Spanish have not yet 
mastered the complex verb paradigm. Incipient bilinguals and Quechua- 
dominant bilinguals will tend to overuse the gerund in this way, as well as to 
overgeneralize the use of the gerund to contexts less frequent in monolingual 
Spanish: left-branching and obviate clauses.
It is quite possible that the structures existing in Quechua have reinforced the 
tendency to extend the use of the gerund in adverbial clauses. The gerund in 
Quechua tends to be left-branching rather than right-branching (although the 
latter is available as a stylistic option) and can be marked either as proximate or 
as obviate (by separate verbal affixes). The overgeneralization of the gerund in 
interlanguage can then be seen as the neutralization of these separate affixes in 
the Spanish gerund affix -ndo. I would argue, though, that the frequent use of 
gerunds in early interlanguage can only be explained in the light of its presence 
as a feature of the target vernacular.
7 C O N C L U D IN G  R E M A R K S
I hope that this chapter accomplishes its announced dual purpose: to provide a 
general picture of Quechua-Spanish interlanguage and to argue that it is 
necessary to study the L2 acquisition process in a sociolinguistic manner, i.e., as
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a way of entering a necessarily heterogeneous speech community. A t many 
places the argumentation was incomplete or speculative, and the descriptive 
account sketchy, but perhaps the reader is willing to blame this on the size of the 
subject embraced.
To return to the original point of departure of this paper, I would like to stress 
the importance of a sociolinguistic point of view in studying second language 
acquisition. This view I will leave for now unspecified, but it should involve at 
least the following components:
1. Attention should be paid not only to input, as has been stressed in 
numerous recent studies, but to the variation in the input and to the selection by 
the learner from the input.
2. This selection should be studied not merely in terms of the frequency of 
different types of input but in terms of learners’ perception of their position 
within the target speech community. Second language speech is speech, 
expressing an individual's social identity.
3. Not all processes of second language learning are target-directed. If no 
form of the target corresponds to an appropriate social identity for the learner, a 
new form of the target may be created. This new form might be merely an 
intermediate stage of interlanguage, in the case of pidginization (Schumann, 
1978), or a more advanced stage of interlanguage which deviates in incorporat­
ing transfer features. Thus transfer may be in part socially conditioned: it can be 
a way to form a new variety of the L2 target, but a more appropriate variety in 
that it contains LI features.
It is this perspective which has guided my analysis of different varieties of 
Andean Spanish: the varieties differ geographically, since from the sociolin­
guistic point of view it does not really matter which element of the first language 
is transferred. They differ socially in that different groups of learners aim for 
different target norms.
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INTRODUCTION TO PART FIVE
Four  chapters are devoted to French as a second language. The studies by Adiv 
(chapter 6) and Harley (chapter 7) report on research in French Canadian 
settings. The other two, by Trevise and N oyau (chapter 8) and Veronique 
(chapter 9), deal with L2 French in France (and, for Veronique, also in North 
Africa).
Chapter  6, by Ellen Adiv, is a type 3 cross-linguistic study. Oral language 
data were obtained from children in French and Hebrew using the same 
procedures and including comparable linguistic features in the two languages so 
that a comparison could be made across languages as different as French and 
Hebrew. This study draws heavily on S lobm s  cross-linguistic first language 
acquisition research and on recent theoretical claims concerning constraints on 
first language transfer, especially claims regarding the interrelationship and 
combined effect of  first language transfer and Slobin-type operating principles. 
In addition the study is quasi-longitudinal: data were collected in the first three 
grades of all-French and combined French and Hebrew immersion programs in 
Montreal, Canada, in order to study progress (or lack of progress) over time on 
each linguistic feature studied. A t  issue is whether acquisition of two typologi- 
cally different second languages proceeds along similar or different dimensions, 
how first language transfer might be operating in enhancing or inhibiting 
acquisition of certain linguistic features (and whether transfer from English 
might operate differently on a typologically related language— French— than on 
a typologically different one— Hebrew), and whether there is a common set of 
principles that can account for the features with the fewest errors, those with the 
most errors, and those for which there seems to be the most change over time.
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Birgit Harley, in chapter 7, reports on another Canadian French immersion 
setting— English-speaking southern Ontario (Adiv’s research is in French- 
speaking Montreal). Harley’s study is also a comparative one, but not a cross- 
linguistic comparison. She is comparing the acquisition of French (the verb 
system, more specifically) as a function of age, predicting that if the total 
amount of exposure to French is held constant, older children will do better than 
younger children, but that those who begin at a younger age will eventually catch 
up to the older learner’s level. In addition, she predicts that both older and 
younger children will go through the same stages in acquiring the verb system 
and will use similar linguistic means for expressing the concepts for which they 
have not acquired the native French means. Although some of the predictions 
hold in a number of subareas, other results are surprising.
Chapter 8, by Anne Trevise and Colette Noyau, reports on different aspects 
of the same linguistic feature— French negation— by Spanish-speaking immi­
grants and political refugees. Their principal focus is on sociopsychological 
factors, acquisition with and without formal instruction, and the role of 
metalinguistic awareness, in accounting for the variation within and across 
individuals. This study explores the social, psychological, and linguistic 
complexities of French negation, which make French a special case among the 
negation studies done on European languages.
Negation is probably the most studied feature of second language interlan­
guage. The forms and positions of negators in native English, German, and 
Swedish— languages for which there has been considerable research on L2 
negation— constitute such a difficulty for L2 learners that they initially 
construct cognitively simpler systems and take a long time to acquire the native 
system. How they do this is of great theoretical importance. The complexities of 
negation (focusing on propositional negation) are due to the interaction of 
negation with other aspects of the linguistic system. There are both universal 
(Lehmann, 1978; Dahl, 1979) and language-specific aspects of these complexi­
ties. For example, while the negator is, in very general terms, placed next to the 
verbal element in English, French, German, and Swedish, the precise details 
vary from one language to another. The learners must discover these details, and 
until they do, they produce a series of interim systems.
The addition of French to the list of languages for which there has been 
research on negation broadens the range of phenomena to be dealt with. Specific 
to English is do-support, and to Dutch, German, and Swedish, main clause/ 
subordinate clause distinctions and movement of the negator to clause-final 
position. French negation involves two negators, one (ne) placed before and the 
other (pas) after the first verbal element. In normal spoken F rench, however, the 
ne is variably deleted following clear linguistic and sociolinguistic constraints 
(Ashby, 1981), almost to the point of reducing negation to one element, pas, in 
certain contexts. In formal instruction, whether for native or nonnative 
speakers, it is rare to even acknowledge the variable deletion of ne, as if ne must 
always be present. This brings out the importance of the researcher’s knowing
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the variety of French the L2 learner is exposed to, how much formal instruction 
(if any) the learner has had and at what point in his or her acquisition of French, 
and the attitudes of the learner toward French and French speakers as well as 
any conscious awareness of negation. Focusing on these points, Trevise and 
Noyau show that it is not enough to know the linguistic facts. The learner’s 
background, sociopsychological orientation, educational level, amount of 
contact with native speakers, and amount and time of formal instruction are all 
crucial in arriving at some understanding of the particular patterns of negation 
they exhibit. These studies complement Muysken’s emphasis on the importance 
of the social context of the acquisition and use of a second language.
From a cross-linguistic perspective, these studies are of interest because the 
simplest, most unmarked solution to encoding negation in early interlanguage is 
a nega tor  +  X  construction, where the negator precedes the negated constituent 
(see, for example, Hyltenstam, chapter 2; Jordens, 1980; Meisel, 1983a; and 
Stauble, chapter 14). We would predict an initial p a s  +  verb construction in 
early French interlanguage. Yet, except for one such example in the appendix to 
the chapter by Trevise and Noyau:
j e  j e  p a s  con tin u ara i le tra va il  dan  Vusine
“ I I  not will-continue the work in the factory” (ex. (h), M2, p. 185)
p a s  +  verb  negation is practically nonexistent in the speech of these twelve 
Spanish speakers. Several explanations are possible:
1. They had such a construction originally but have progressed beyond that 
stage.
2. Interlingual association of Spanish no and French ne mitigates against 
such a solution.
3. Formal instruction reinforces ne (for those who use it).
4. Postverbal placement of p a s  in informal input (for those with verb +  p a s )  
keeps the learner from producing p a s  +  verb.
Since Meisel (1983a) and Clahsen (chapter 10) have found preverbal negation 
(although not as a ca tegorica l  stage that all learners must pass through— some 
never do) for German, which has postverbal and even clause-final negation in 
native input, and since p a s  +  verb occurs in first language acquisition of French 
(Patsy Lightbown, personal communication) and in French creole languages 
(Baker and Corne, 1982), it seems likely that p a s  +  verb constructions will 
occur in early interlanguage of uninstructed  immigrants in contact with 
colloquial French but that, for one of the reasons suggested above, it does not 
occur in the speech of these subjects. This is a fruitful area for future research.
In chapter 9, Daniel Veronique addresses the question of whether the 
acquisition of French as a second language in different settings and under 
different circumstances produces different linguistic results. He compares oral 
data from eleven Arabic-speaking North Africans living in southern France 
with written data from adolescent schoolchildren who have been learning
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French in a school setting in Tunisia. The two types of data differ along several 
dimensions:
Oral D ata  Written Data
Adults Adolescents
Natural setting School setting
Oral interview Written essays
Illiterate subjects Literate subjects
It is thus of some consequence that Veronique finds that language transfer and 
simplification operate in similar ways in both settings and that the similarities in 
the linguistic outcome outnumber the differences, which are due primarily to 
differences between oral and written French.
It is also worth mentioning, in passing, that the main word order problem 
Veronique finds in the oral data is postverbal rather than preverbal placement of 
(clitic) object pronouns. His examples also show a stressed rather than the 
expected unstressed form of the pronoun. For example (p. 22):
f  attaque lui “ I attack him”
instead of:
j e  [ ’attaque
This is identical to the postverbal placement of object pronouns in Anthony’s 
Spanish in chapter 4. (Veronique also reports omission of object pronouns.)
Veronique’s study is, like the previous two chapters, exploratory and has as 
its objective the generation of hypotheses about SLA of French that can be 
tested with longitudinal studies. (Veronique and Noyau are members of the 
European Science Foundation Project— see Perdue, 1984— and Trévise col­
laborates with them on this project.)
